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Graph clustering has many important applications in computing, but due to the in-
creasing sizes of graphs, even traditionally fast clustering methods can be computa-
tionally expensive for real-world graphs of interest. Scalability problems led to the de-
velopment of local graph clustering algorithms that come with a variety of theoretical
guarantees [1]. Rather than return a global clustering of the entire graph, local cluster-
ing algorithms return a single cluster around a given seed node or set of seed nodes.
These algorithms improve scalability because they use time and memory resources that
depend only on the size of the cluster returned, instead of the size of the input graph.
Indeed, for many of them, their running time grows linearly with the size of the output.

In addition to scalability arguments, local graph clustering algorithms have proven
to be very useful for identifying and interpreting small-scale and meso-scale structure
in large-scale graphs [2, 3]. As opposed to heuristic operational procedures, this class of
algorithms comes with strong algorithmic and statistical theory. These include statistical
guarantees that prove they have implicit regularization properties [4, 5].

One of the challenges with the existing literature on these approaches is that they are
published in a wide variety of areas, including theoretical computer science, statistics,
data science, and mathematics. This has made it difficult to relate the various algorithms
and ideas together into a cohesive whole. We have recently been working on unifying
these diverse perspectives through the lens of optimization [6] as well as providing soft-
ware to perform these computations in a cohesive fashion [7]. In this note, we provide a
brief introduction to local graph clustering, we provide some representative examples of
our perspective, and we introduce our software named Local Graph Clustering (LGC).

Local graph clustering
Given a seed node, or a seed set of nodes, the goal of local graph clustering is to compute
a cluster “nearby” the seed that is related to the “best” cluster nearby the seed. Here,
“best” and “nearby” are intentionally left under-specified, as they can be formalized
in one of a few different but related ways. For example, “best” is usually related to
a clustering score such as conductance. Formally, local graph clustering can be easily
understood as a recovery problem. One assumes that there exists a target cluster in a
given graph and the objective is to recover it from one or more example vertices inside
the set. We can be more precise for a formulation involving conductance. Assume that
there exists a target cluster B with conductance φT and we have one seed node in B,
our objective is to find a cluster A that resembles B with conductance bounded by some
function of φT , where resemblance is captured here by normalized precision and recall.
Moreover, we want to do this in running time and memory proportional to the size of A.
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The near-optimal conductance solution for
the random geometric graph bisects the
graph into two large well-balanced pieces.

The near-optimal conductance solution for
a typical data graph. (Inset. A zoomed view
of the subgraph where two unfilled nodes
are the border with the rest of the graph.)

Fig. 1. (Adapted from [6].) A motivation for local graph clustering. In graphs with an under-
yling geometry (left), a good partition is a near bisection. In most data graphs (right) [2, 8], the
good clusters and communities are small. It is computationally ineffective to find the data-graph
clusters using techniques whose runtime depends on the entire graph.

As a quick example of why local graph analysis is frequently useful in data science
applications, we present in Figure 1 the results of finding a good partition of both a
random geometric graph and a more typical graph from machine learning and data sci-
ence. In the random geometric graph, the size of best cluster or community is about half
the graph. In this case, an algorithm with runtime that scales with the size of the graph
is reasonable. In the graph that is more typical of machine learning and data science
applications, the best cluster or community derived from a conductance metric is an
exceedingly small fraction of the network. This means that standard graph algorithms
whose runtime depends on the size of the graph will do an enormous amount of work to
return a tiny portion of the graph. Many other examples of this general phenomenon can
be found [2, 3, 9, 10]. Local graph clustering techniques can find this cluster (and other
similar clusters that happen not to be globally optimal) while touching not many more
edges and nodes than are in the output cluster, greatly reducing the computation time.

Our Software
Local Graph Clustering (LGC) is a Python package that uses C++ routines and brings
scalable graph analytics on your laptop. In particular, LGC provides methods that find
local clusters, methods that improve a given cluster, tools to compute network commu-
nity profiles, and multi-class label prediction. The software is on GitHub [7].

Methods in LGC. LGC implements seven local graph clustering methods. Three
spectral methods, i.e., approximate PageRank [1], PageRank Nibble [1], `1-regularized
PageRank [4], and four flow methods, i.e., Max-flow Quotient-cut Improvement [11],
FlowImprove [12], SimpleLocal [13] and Capacity Releasing Diffusion [14].

Pipelines. In LGC one can find pipelines which employ the above methods to com-
pute network community profiles (NCPs) [9]. An NCP is a plot that is defined as the the
quality of the “best” community as a function of community size in a network. To mea-
sure the quality of a community we use conductance. Computing the NCP of a graph
is an NP-hard problem, and therefore we compute an approximate version of it using
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local graph clustering methods. The same approximation has been suggested also in [2,
9]. LGC also implements multi-class label prediction using local graph clustering as a
workhorse [15].

Scalability. LGC offers routines to work with graphs that scale to the available
memory of your system. We have used these routines to study graphs with billions of
nodes on large memory machines, and graphs with 117 million edges on a laptop com-
puter by using about 9.4 GB RAM. Examples can be found in the GitHub repository [7].
Acknowledgements. This material is based on research sponsored by DARPA and the Air Force
Research Laboratory (AFRL) under agreement number FA8750-17-2-0122, as well as the Army
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